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AFWA’s Leadership on Lead
 Seven resolutions and a position statement adopted by

AFWA Directors from 1970-2010
 As early as 1970, AFWA called for complete phase-out
of toxic shot for migratory bird hunting by 1973
 AFWA’s March 1986 position statement was adopted
by U. S. DOI and served as the basis for the phase-out
of lead shot for waterfowl hunting in USA
 Much discussion and debate 1970-1986…

AFWA Resolution 1970-17-21
RESOLUTION NO. 17
USE OF NONTOXIC SHOT FOR MIGRATORY WATERFOWL HUNTING
WHEREAS, spent lead shot has contributed to the mortality of waterfowl for at least two
decades; and
WHEREAS, a great deal of time, effort and expense has gone into researching this problem;
and
WHEREAS, the continued failure to solve this and other serious forms of contamination has
become intolerable:
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Game, Fish
and Conservation Commissioners recommends to the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife that immediate steps be taken to bring about an orderly transition from the use of
toxic to nontoxic shot for all hunting of migratory birds; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that in the absence of a compelling reason by the industry,
before the 1973 waterfowl hunting season the Bureau adopt a regulation prohibiting the use
of toxic shot for hunting of migratory waterfowl.

Adopted by the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners on
September 18, 1970, at New York City, New York.

AFWA Resolution 1972-13-27
 Problems had been identified with iron shot substitute
 AFWA called for phase-out of lead, if an “acceptable

substitute” could be identified

AFWA Resolution 1974-09-20
 Called for federal-state cooperation to address

problem areas, rather than nation-wide or flyway-wide
prohibitions on lead shot

AFWA Resolution 1978-03-16

 Noted recent decisions to phase out lead shot in the

Atlantic, Central, Mississippi, and Pacific flyways
 Requested that Congress not impede the
implementation of those decisions by restrictive
language in the Interior Appropriations bill

AFWA Resolution 1984-04-12

 Opposed restrictive language in the Appropriations

bills, from 1978-1984, prohibiting USFWS from
enforcing steel shot zones without state concurrence
 Called for further state-federal collaboration

1986 AFWA Position Statement
 Association approved a position statement in March 1986

that called for a mandatory but gradual phase-in of
nontoxic shot nationwide by 1991, starting with the
counties or areas of greatest hunting intensity
 “A workable compromise for those who wanted nontoxic
shot immediately and those who wanted it not at all”
 Interior Department adopted the Association’s policy as its
own in June 1986.
Source: Managing American Wildlife, Belanger & Kinnane
2002

AFWA Resolution 1999-01-04
 Noted concerns about possible environmental

contamination associated with the use of lead at
outdoor shooting ranges
 Encouraged states to adopt guidance provided by
National Shooting Sports Foundation, Sporting Arms
and Manufacturing Institute, Archery Manufacturing
and Merchants Organization, National Rifle
Association of America (NRA) and Wildlife
Management Institute as the basis of environmental
management of outdoor shooting ranges

AFWA Resolution 2010-01-04
 Nine principles for any future regulation of lead

ammunition and fishing tackle, including:
 Future regulation of lead ammunition and lead fishing

tackle is best addressed by the individual states, rather
than federal agencies
 State agencies should focus regulation efforts where
population-level impacts to wildlife are substantiated
 Any new regulations that restrict use of lead
ammunition or lead fishing tackle should include multiyear phase-in periods to allow industry, retailers, and
hunters and anglers necessary time to transition and
phase-in non-lead substitutes

Attached Documents
 “Lead Poisoning and Steel Shot” from Managing
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habkat^'cT^' ther6 'S 3 need ^ th6 development of a 9rizz|V bear management plan encompassing all grizzly bear
WHEREAS, the various agencies having responsibilities related to grizzly bear management are in general accord
concerning the need for improved management of this species:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation
Commissioners urges that Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana establish a technical committee to formulate research and
management objectives concerning grizzly bears, to be pursued both inside and outside of the national parks, and that
all relevant agencies having responsibilities for wildlife or for land management coordinate their efforts with these states
in the development of a comprehensive management plan which will include all presently occupied or potential grizzly
bear habitat, and which shall have as its major objective the perpetuation of the grizzly bear.
Adopted by the International Association
of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners on September 18, 1970, at
New York City, New York.
RESOLUTION NO. 15
PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF PEREGRINE FALCONS
WHEREAS, the peregrine falcons have suffered an unprecedented population decline throughout much of their
world wide range; and
WHEREAS, they no longer breed east of the Mississippi River and recent surveys showed that breeding pairs at
long-known nesting sites have continued to disappear westward and northward on the continent; and
WHEREAS, scientific evidence strongly indicates that DDT and other chlorinated hydrocarbons are adversely
affecting reproduction and survival of these falcons; and
WHEREAS, falconers, pet-keepers, egg collectors, wildlife photographers, and research biologists have all taken a toll
that threatens to continue at an increasing rate:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation
Commissioners respectfully urges the governments of Canada, Mexico and the United States and their respective
political subdivisions to establish and/or strengthen their regulation over activities that affect peregrine populations and
to encourage multilateral management on a continental basis.
Adopted by the International Association
of Game,.Fish and Conservation Commissioners on September 18, 1970, at
New York City, New York.
RESOLUTION NO. 16
WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT ON NATIONAL FOREST LANDS
WHEREAS, the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, is obligated by Public Law 86-517 to manage the
national forests "... under principles of multiple use and to produce a sustained yield of products and services and for
other purposes . . . "; and
WHEREAS, national forest lands contain some of our best forest game habitat, especially for big game, rare and
endangered species, and forest non-game important for a variety of recreational, aesthetic, and ecological purposes; and
WHEREAS, wildlife funds provided the Forest Service by the Congress are not adequate to support joint
state-federal habitat programs on the national forests, making it necessary to limit or curtail desirable programs to
improve the forest environment for wildlife; and
WHEREAS, although the Forest Service does employ competent wildlife biologists to fully coordinate wildlife with
other resources management activities to meet multiple use objectives:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation
Commissioners favors a realistic program of wildlife habitat improvement on national forest lands, and hereby requests
the Forest Service to develop the necessary plans and programs to achieve adequate recognition of the wildlife resource
under multiple use; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Association urges the Congress to provide the necessary funds to carry out
wildlife management responsibilities of the Forest Service under multiple use, and to support cooperative state-federal
programs on national forest lands.
Adopted by the International Association
of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners on September 18, 1970, at
New York City, New York.
RESOLUTION NO. 17
USE OF NONTOXIC SHOT FOR MIGRATORY WATERFOWL HUNTING
WHEREAS, spent lead shot has contributed to the mortality of waterfowl for at least two decades; and
WHEREAS', a great deal of time, effort and expense has gone into researching this problem; and
WHEREAS, the continued failure to solve this and other serious forms of contamination has become intolerable:
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation
Commissioners recommends to the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife that immediate steps be taken to bring about
an orderly transition from the use of toxic to nontoxic shot for all hunting of migratory birds; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that in the absence of a compelling reason by the industry, before the 1973
waterfowl hunting season the Bureau adopt a regulation prohibiting the use of toxic shot for hunting of migratory
waterfowl.
. .
Adopted by the International Association
of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners on September 18, 1970, at
New York City, New York.
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RESOLUTION NO. 11
FOREIGN AND INTERSTATE SHIPMENT OF LIVE FISH AND EGGS
WHEREAS, the importation of live fish and eggs into North America from foreign countries
possesses the grave danger of introducing serious fish diseases, and
WHEREAS, the uncontroUed shipment of live fish and eggs in interprovincial and interstate
commerce increases the opportunity for dissemination of dangerous fish diseases throughout the
continent, and
WHEREAS, the problem of controlling fish diseases exceeds regional boundaries and is of international significance.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the International Association of Game, Fish and
Conservation Commissioners support and urge the adoption of national legislation aimed at controlling importation and interstate or interprovince shipments of live fish and eggs to prevent spread
of fish diseases. Such legislation should provide adequate penalties to discourage violation of the law,
and should provide for funding for efficient and uniform inspection procedures, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners urge the member states to adopt legislation or regulations aimed at controlhng
shipments of live fish and eggs to prevent the spread of fish diseases.
This resolution was adopted on September 15,1972, Hot Springs, Arkansas.
RESOLUTION NO. 12
WILDERNESS ANALYSIS
WHEREAS, the administration of land and water resources in accordance with the Wilderness
Act (P. L. 88-577, September 3,1964) Umits the production and utilization of wildlife, and
WHEREAS, there is a need for more outdoor recreation to meet the ever increasing demands of
the rapidly expanding population of the United States, and
WHEREAS, changes in land and water use, deemed necessary for human needs, severely reduce
outdoor recreation potential,
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners urges the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Interior to join
with representatives of the several state conservation agencies and game and fish departments in an
analysis of conflicts and benefits of wilderness management to assist resource administrators and the
public in making decisions relative to wilderness classification proposals and “back country” management proposals.
This resolution was adopted on September 15,1972, Hot Springs, Arkansas.
RESOLUTION NO 13
LEAD POISONING
WHEREAS, the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners is
aware that lead shot ingestion impose an adverse impace on waterfowl resources, and,
WHEREAS, the Association is further cognizant of the need for relief from this problem, and
WHEREAS the Association is advised of the substantial disadvantages of the iron shotshell
currently being researched,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Game, Fish and
Conservation Commissioners strongly endorses development of a lead shot substitute for the purpose
of waterfowl hunting in the United States and Canada.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Association urges the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife to begin research to identify the extent and distribution of lead shot poisoning on a flyway
by fly way basis and to identify techniques of management which can reduce or eliminate ingestion
of lead shot by waterfowl, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that conversion from lead to an acceptable substitute be made as
soon as possible within the limitations of technology: As a means of accomplishing this the following
is recommended:
A. Results from field tests of hunters using iron shot at designated experimental areas during the
1972-73 waterfowl hunting season should be analyzed by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
by March 1,1973.
B. Conduct controlled studies to evaluate relative effectiveness of iron and lead shot in harvesting
of waterfowl at specific ranges and to determine the extent of gun barrel damage, such as choke
deformation, barrel scoring and possible forcing cone fatigue of guns by use of iron shot.
C. A decision should be made, based on the results of these experiments, whether or not the
candidate lead shot substitute is acceptable and problems which need further study should be
identified.
D. The Bureau must establish criteria for the term “acceptable lead shot substitute” to include:
1. Standards for ballistics capabilities of lead substitute shells to insure reasonable harvest capability without excessive crippling loss.
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2. Safety limits.
3. Equipment damage, including permissible barrel wear to protect hunters’ equipment.
4. Shot sizes needed for all legal gun gauges.
5. The effect of the lead shot substitute impacted in or digested by waterfowl.
E. As a result of tests and research, the Bureau should establish a reasonable timetable for
conversion to a lead shot substitute if the current substitute candidate meets the criteria established
by the Bureau, and approved by the Flyway Councils.
F. Present plans for the development of alternative solutions to the problems.
This resolution was adopted on September 15, 1971, Hot Springs, Arkansas.
RESOLUTIONS NO. 14
ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL
WHEREAS, proposed legislation contained in H.R. 13152, entitled “Federal Animal Damage
Control Act of 1972”, outhnes procedures for conduct of an animal damage control program
through cooperative state and federal efforts, reaffirms authority for management of resident wildlife by the states, provides for continuous federal funding assistance, stipulates that state cost-sharing
funds contain a maximum of 10 percent of hunting, fishing, trapping license revenues and provides
that federal funding assistance be contingent upon designation of the State Wildlife Agency as the
organization responsible for program administration, and,
WHEREAS, the restraints within the legislation will increase the cost of needed animal damage
control programs,
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Game, Fish and
Conservation Commissioners hereby endorses H.R. 13152, as passed by the House of Representatives
and recommends the following amendment:
1. Section 4(D) substitute the following wording, “The head of a federal department, agency, or
establishment shall cooperate with the state in the conduct of a mutually acceptable program for the
control of predatory and depredating animals in lands subject to his jurisdiction.”
2. Section 4 (E) amend to authorize $5,000,000.00 in 1974 and 1975 and $4,000,000.00 in
subsequent fiscal years.
This resolution was adopted on September 15,1972 Hot Springs, Arkansas.
RESOLUTION NO. 15
FARM WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ON PRIVATE LANDS
WHEREAS, wildlife populations on farm lands are declining due to loss of quantity and quality
of habitat; and
WHEREAS, habitat loss is primarily due to changing land use and modern farming practices; and
WHEREAS, private farm lands must support farm wildlife species if they are to exist in appreciable numbers because suitable public lands are not available and wildlife species will not exceed
certain densities; and
WHEREAS, private landowners cannot be expected to provide wildlife habitat on their lands
without proper compensation; and
WHEREAS, state wildlife agencies, alone, cannot provide solutions to these problems because of
lack of funds and personnel; and
WHEREAS, the U. S. Department of Agriculture, is obligated by Title 7, Chapter VII, Part 701,
National Rural Environmental Assistance Program (REAP) to include provisions for wildlife and
outdoor recreational opportunities; and
WHEREAS, REAP practices designated for wildlife are having to compete for REAP appropriations and with practices which will eventually improve landowners income and are not being utilized
to any appreciable degree:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the International Association of Game, Fish and
Conservation Commissioners recommends to the U.S. Department of Agriculture that immediate
steps be taken to create a realistic program which will improve wildlife habitat on private lands; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the following action be taken immediately;
1. REAP wildlife practices provide 100 percent payment for cost of plant materials, fertilizer,
lime and preparing the seed beed;
2. REAP wildlife practices be removed from direct competition for funds with REAP practices
designed to improve landowner incomes:
3. REAP wildlife practices be placed on lists of available practices in all county A.S.C.S. offices;
4. Wildlife practices developed by the Farm Game Committee of the S.E. Section of the Wildlife
Society entitle “G4-A, Field Border Development and Management” and “G4-B, Management of
Wildlife Habitat” be included in REAP.
This resolution was adopted on September 15,1972, Hot Springs, Arkansas.
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WHEREAS, it remains for the Congress and the Administration through its Office
of Management and Budget and the Congress to implement this program; and
WHEREAS, implementation of a realistic wildlife habitat management program
would result in great tangible and intangible benefits to the American public;
Now, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the International Association of Game, Fish
and Conservation Commissioners again urges the Administration and the Congress
to provide funds necessary to carry out the vital wildlife habitat management responsibilities of the U. S. Forest Service under the multiple-use concept and to support cooperative state-federal programs on national forest lands.

Resolution 8
WILD HORSE AND BURRO ACT
WHEREAS, P.L. 92-195 was enacted in 1971 to provide complete protection for wild
horses and burros on public lands; and
WHEREAS, latest inventory data reveal an estimated 27,000 wild horses and 14,000
wild burros on lands administered by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management; and
WHEREAS, numbers are increasing at an annual rate of from 20 to 25 percent which

will allow the population to double in less than four years; and
WHEREAS, damage to habitat of other wildlife is already occurring due to over-use
by wild horses and burros; and
WHEREAS, management agencies do not have the necessary flexibility to maintain
wild horse and burro numbers in balance with the carrying capacity of the range;
Now, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the International Association of Game, Fish
and Conservation Commissioners urges Congress to authorize the Secretaries of
Interior and Agriculture to sell, donate or otherwise remove federally owned excess
horses or burros to be utilized as the recipient desires; and

that use of aircraft and motorized vehicles be recognized as
biologically acceptable and economically feasible means of herd management and
that their responsible and monitored use be authorized for protection and management of wild horses and burros.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED

Resolution 9
LEAD SHOT
WHEREAS, lead poisoning of waterfowl, through shot ingestion, has been a major
problem in some but not all areas of the United States; and
WHEREAS, proposals have been made to place a nationwide or flyway-wide ban on
the use of lead shot either through federal legislation or administrative action of the
Fish and Wildlife Service;
Now, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the International Association of Game, Fish
and Conservation Commissioners endorses the concept that lead shot problems can
best be resolved by Federal-State cooperation to address problem areas and that a
nation-wide or flyway-wide prohibition of the use of lead shot is unnecessary and
undesirable.

Resolution 10
APPRECIATION TO THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
WHEREAS, the National Wildlife Federation is generously providing office space
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Resolution 1978-03-16
NON- TOXIC SHOT
WHEREAS, in 1976 the Secretary of the Interior on advice from the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service made the decision to require the use of non-toxic shot for waterfowl hunting on areas where
losses from lead poisoning were critical, and starting that year in the Atlantic Flyway, the implementation
of use of non-toxic or steel shot has taken place, after consultation with the states, in the Central and
Mississippi Flyways; and this year the use of steel shot in the United States will be finalized by inclusion
of the Pacific Flyway; and
WHEREAS, understandably there has been extensive debate over the requirement for use of non-toxic
loads by hunters, hunter organizations, and other interested parties; and
WHEREAS, the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies has continued to be deeply
interested in and concerned about the loss of waterfowl to lead poisoning and has supported the use of
non-toxic shot to reduce these needless losses for several years; and, furthermore, believes that the
decision to implement or not to implement non-toxic shot requirements in the United States is a biological
decision by the Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with the states based on their research and
determination of alternatives; and
WHEREAS, that the Congress may choose to impede that decision by resorting to restrictions on
appropriations is of great concern to the I.A.F.W.A. since the problems that would result from such action
in the fields of future research and law enforcement would seriously affect the overall management of
migratory waterfowl in the United States;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies,
at its annual convention in Baltimore, September 13, 1978, strongly urges that the 1979 Interior and
Related Agencies Appropriation Act not contain language that would restrict the Fish and Wildlife Service
in its overall administration of the nontoxic shot program.

Adopted September 13, 1978
Baltimore, Maryland

Associatio
n of Fish
and
Wildlife
Agencies

Digitally signed by
Association of Fish and
Wildlife Agencies
DN: cn=Association of
Fish and Wildlife
Agencies, o, ou=AFWA,
email=info@fishwildlife
.org, c=US
Date: 2014.02.04
15:36:13 -05'00'
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Resolution No. 4
Reaffirming Opposition to the Stevens Amendment
WHEREAS, each year millions of waterfowl die from lead poisoning
after they ingest lead pellets deposited by waterfowl hunters;
WHEREAS, a number of other migratory birds, including endangered
bald eagles, are also documented as dying from lead poisoning;
WHEREAS, in each year since 1978, language has been incorporated into
the Department of the Interior’s (DOI) appropriations bill that prohibits the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) from enforcing steel shot requirements or zones without state concurrence;
WHEREAS, this language has effectively hampered the USFWS’s ability
to take effective action on the pervasive problem of lead poisoning and has
caused the Department of the Interior to retreat from its once strong leadership on steel shot;
WHEREAS, this language is in direct conflict with several major statutes, including the Endangered Species Act and the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, that places responsibility within the DOI for managing and
perpetuating certain wildlife; and
WHEREAS, in 1978, the International Association of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies went on record opposing this type of restrictive appropriations
language;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies reaffirms its opposition to the
Department of the Interior Appropriations Act language that prohibits the
USFWS from enforcing steel shot requirements or zones without state
concurrence, thereby preventing the Service from exercising its mandated
responsibilities; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Congress is urged to delete
language that restricts the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service from enforcing
steel shot requirements or zones without state concurrence, and
BE IT LASTLY RESOLVED, that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
continue to work closely with the states through the flyway councils and the
International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies Migratory Wildlife
Committee in the determination of steel shot zones and in the implementation of steel shot regulations.
Resolution No. 5
Broadening Latitude for Expenditures of Dingeli-Johnson Funds
WHEREAS, the Wallop-Breaux Act (Public Law 98-369) will dramatically increase the amount of money available for fish restoration, aquatic
education, public access, and boating facilities; and
WHEREAS, it is the intent of Congress that the expanded D-J funds
must be used to provide additional benefits to sport fish conservation efforts and not used to replace state activities currently underway; and
4
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Resolution 1999-01-04
CONTROLLING LEAD MOBILITY AT SHOOTING RANGES
WHEREAS, providing places for hunters and shooting enthusiasts to develop shooting skills is an
important part of the mission of wildlife agencies, and
WHEREAS, an increasing proportion of Pittman-Robertson funds collected annually are derived from
recreational shooting activities other than hunting, and it is predicted that the proportion derived from
recreational shooting will likely continue to increase from its current twenty percent; and
WHEREAS, the management of outdoor shooting ranges is undergoing increasing scrutiny because of
environmental concerns; and
WHEREAS, shooters and hunters have always demonstrated a concern for the environment; and
WHEREAS, the National Shooting Sports Foundation, Sporting Arms and Manufacturing Institute,
Archery Manufacturing and Merchants Organization, National Rifle Association of America (NRA) and
Wildlife Management Institute have developed science-based guidance documents entitled, Lead Mobility
at Shooting Ranges, Environmental Aspects of Construction and Management of Outdoor Shooting
Ranges and NRA Range Source Book that guide the environmental management of outdoor shooting
ranges.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
hereby urge shooting range operators, including its member agencies, to adopt the aforementioned
guidance documents at the earliest possible opportunity as the basis for environmental management of
all outdoor shooting ranges, and provide this resolution to the above mentioned organizations.

Adopted September 21, 1999
Killington, Vermont

Association
of Fish and
Wildlife
Agencies

Digitally signed by
Association of Fish and
Wildlife Agencies
DN: cn=Association of
Fish and Wildlife
Agencies, o, ou=AFWA,
email=info@fishwildlife.o
g, c=US
Date: 2013.12.04 14:48:57
-05'00'
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Resolution 01-04 2010
LEAD AMMUNITION AND FISHING TACKLE
WHEREAS, lead is used for ammunition and fishing tackle due to its unique properties and ease and cost
of manufacture; and
WHEREAS, lead from ammunition and fishing tackle under certain circumstances of exposure may pose
health risks to wildlife; and
WHEREAS, state fish and wildlife agencies have primary trust responsibilities for most fish and wildlife
resources in this country; and
WHEREAS, the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, which represents the collective perspectives of
the state fish and wildlife agencies, played a key leadership role in resolution of the debate over
regulation of lead shot for waterfowl hunting in the 1970s and ‘80s; and
WHEREAS, state fish and wildlife agencies have been proactive in implementing regulations, educational
initiatives, and other efforts to reduce lead exposure to fish and wildlife in cases where population-level
impacts have been documented;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies adopt the
following principles regarding future regulation of lead ammunition and lead fishing tackle:
1. Future regulation of lead ammunition and lead fishing tackle is best addressed by the
individual states, rather than federal agencies.
2. State fish and wildlife agencies should proactively address issues associated with wildlife
population health, and cooperate with the respective state health agencies where human
health issues have been substantiated, related to lead ammunition and lead fishing tackle.
3. Decisions related to future regulation of lead ammunition and lead fishing tackle should be
based on the best available science related to wildlife population health.
4. Effective human dimensions strategies should be developed to ensure good
communication and understanding by hunters, anglers, and shooting sports interests.
5. Collaboration with industry, conservation organizations, hunting, angling, and shooting
sports interests is essential, and AFWA and the states should continue to lead efforts to
bring this about.
6. State agencies should focus regulation efforts where population-level impacts to wildlife are
substantiated.
7. Public education and voluntary programs may be used where appropriate in lieu of
regulation.
8. Any new regulations that restrict use of lead ammunition or lead fishing tackle should
include multi-year phase-in periods to allow industry, retailers, and hunters and anglers
necessary time to transition and phase-in non-lead substitutes.
9. State fish and wildlife agencies should lead efforts to develop the best science, and AFWA
should provide this information to members for their use in bringing hunters, anglers and
various interests together to determine the need for and nature of any needed management
approaches to use of lead ammunition and lead fishing tackle.
Resolution submitted by the Executive Committee with recommendation that it be passed.

Adopted September 29, 2010
Grand Rapids, Michigan
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